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THE LIVIN LIGHTLY LIST
After the arrival of our daughter we decided to make some major life 

changes to have more time, energy and resources for what mattered most 

to us. This meant paying off debt, selling the majority of our possessions, 

remodeling & moving into a Airstream travel trailer and pursuing our 

passions. We have cut our expenses, developed simple passive income 

streams and we now have the freedom to spend our time as a family, 

travel and pursue work that matters!

We have compiled this list of resources to help you dream about and 

create your own simple, intentional life. These resources are either part of 

our story or other peoples stories that have inspired us and helped us on 

our path towards intentionality.

Enjoy!

-THE PETERSON’S
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"Everything should be made as simple as 
possible, but not simpler.”  -Albert Einstein

25 resources for simple intentional living



INTENTIONAL FINANCES
The first step to living the life we dreamed was getting our finances in order. Eliminating debt,  
sticking to a budget, living with less, practicing thrift and developing income that was flexible 
so we could travel and have more time with family. Checkout the links and resources below!

GET ON A BUDGET -  How We make a Simple Monthly Budget that Works

A budget, that works, is essential to making your money work for you! You need a plan!

THE BAREBONES BUDGET - A barebones budget is a good starting point for your monthly 

budget as it gives you what you have to make each month. Here is our Bare Bones Budget.

ELIMINATE DEBT - Pay-Off Debt with the Debt Snowball

The debt snowball is a simple and proven approach to paying off your debt. It gives your early 

wins which gives you motivation and momentum. We used this technique to payoff our debt.

DEVELOP DISCIPLINE - Two Letters That will Eliminate Debt & Build Wealth

My personal experience in learning to say, “No” to those, “Great Deals” and other emotional 

purchases. Without the discipline to say, “No” it will be hard to move the needle on your goals.

SAVE, SAVE, SAVE! - Get an Emergency Fund + 9 Ways to Fund It

Our testimony on how the Emergency Fund smoothed out some unexpected hard times plus 

some ideas to help fund your savings.

ONLINE INCOME - How we make a Simple Living Online

Outline of how we make a, largely passive, living online including the kind of work that’s 

involved, the time commitment and how much we make.

PERSONAL FINANCE COURSE - Dave Ramsey FPU

We have taken (several times) and taught Financial Peace University which is a 11wk course 

on personal finance. You can take the course live or online. HIGHLY recommend this course!

MR. MONEY MUSTACHE - Financial Freedom through Badassity

Stumbled upon this blog about a young couple that was able to retire in their early 30’s by 

practicing some simple financial principles like live on less than you make. Great blog!

THRIFT - 10 Simple Tips that could Save you $500/month

While we were paying off our debt we did everything we could think of to free up cash to pay 

on debt and save. Here are 10-tips that saved us over $500 per month.

"A wise man should have money in his head, but 
not in his heart." -Jonathan Swift
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INTENTIONAL HOUSING
As we thought about the life we wanted several things rose to the surface. One of the biggest 
was Shae having the opportunity to stay at home with our kid(s). Another was time with 
extended family. As we looked at our options a portable home made the most sense. It would 
be affordable, which would allow Shae not to work and it would allow us to travel to spend 
time with family. Alternative dwellings (RV’s, Tiny Houses, Small Cottages, Ect.) are becoming 
more and more prominent. Traditional Real Estate is becoming more and more expensive and 
there is a growing movement that is bucking the old American Dream. Below is more info our 
our simple home and some of our favorite tiny intentional homes:

HOME SWEET AIRSTREAM - Come aboard the Land Yacht for a tour!

OFF-GRID AIRSTREAM - Sustainable Solutions

Our ultimate goal is to make our Airstream 100% off-grid. We want to be able to park in a field 

and live our lives as usual. This approach is more affordable & sustainable in the long run and 

gives us many more options where we can comfortably park.

HOFMAN ARCHITECTURE - Custom Airstream Renovations

Matthew Hofman is a young architect that designed, gutted a vintage Airstream to live in. We 

stumbled upon his renovation in 2010 and it became our original inspiration to get an 

Airstream! Since his first renovation he now has a beautiful portfolio of stunning renovated 

vintage trailers.

THE HAPPY JANSSENS - Family that sparked our interest in mobile intentional living

We stumbled upon the Janssens in 2010. A young family that sold their home and stuff and hit 

the road in a motorhome. As we read their blog and followed their journey we were inspired to 

start dreaming about a simple, intentional life! Here is the Janssens current blog.

NEW SCHOOL NOMADS - Simple 5th wheel travel trailer makeover.

This family of 4 did a great job making a simple home from this older bunkhouse 5th wheel!

TINY HOUSE - SOL HAUS - Sweet Tiny House!

Love this 140sq’ tiny house! Designed by Architect and dwelled in by Vina Lustado in Ojai, CA.

WIND RIVER CUSTOM HOMES - Tiny House builders based in TN.

Great design and craftsmanship!

“Life is really simple, but we insist on making
it complicated.” -Confucius
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INTENTIONAL POSSESSIONS
Nick has a tendency to be a collector with the mindset, “I may need this someday!”. So after 
7yrs of marriage and many hobbies (sailboats, teardrops trailers, tools, gardening & outdoor 
gear) we had a bunch of stuff to get rid of. Purging the majority of our stuff was one of the 
hardest parts of our journey - both physically & emotionally.

PROJECT ELIMINATE - How We Eliminated our Stuff

Getting rid of almost 95% of your stuff is a challenge! We struggled through the process and 

still struggle with not accumulating unneeded s-t-u-f-f. You can also checkout our videos as we 

sorted, purged and sold our junk.

MY PATH TO CONTENTMENT - Learning contentment through my old bike!

SIMPLICITY VS - Simplifying Home eBook + Checklist & Workbook

My baby sister is guilty of introducing us into minimalism. I’ve been inspired by her journey 

through the years of simplifying their space and lives. She put together this awesome eBook 

that takes you through simplifying your space and life. Check it out!

APARTMENT THERAPY - The Home Cure

20 Day Challenge that takes you through the problems areas of your space making it a home. 

Also have a book, “THE HOME CURE” which takes you through the process which is 

outstanding!

JOSHUA BECKER - Becoming Minimalist

Inspiring minimalist writer and Pastor. I really connected with his personal story and love 

what he does. Tons of good reading on his blog!

ZEN HABITS

Great blog on simplicity and minimalism.

SIMPLE CLOTHING - Project 333

Blog on project 333. which is a minimalist fashion challenge that invites you to dress with 33 

items or less for 3 months. If clothes and accessories are stressing you out and you want to 

simplify your wardrobe join the challenge!

"Wealth consists not in having great possessions, 
but in having few wants." -Epictetus
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INTENTIONAL  TIME, WORK & RELATIONSHIPS
An important part of life is engaging in work that contributes to others. It's been a joy to have 
the freedom to explore and pursue work we are passionate about. Shae is a teacher and taught 
1st grade for 8yrs prior to staying at home with our kids. She gets to use her creativity and 
classroom experience to create helpful teaching resources for other teachers that she sells on 
on TPT (this is a big part of our income). I (Nick) teach Outdoor Education to 5-6th graders and 
get to share my passion and love for the outdoors and learning. We also run a community 
garden during the summers and have organized a compost coop in the NW. Its awesome to 
spend our time and talents intentionally! Here are a few resources that have helped us:

HOW WE MAKE A SIMPLE LIVING ONLINE - Our current income portfolio.

LEARN TO SAY NO - Two Letters that will give your more time and peace

PRODUCTIVITY SCHEDULE - Awesome productivity worksheets.

POMODORO - Great technique for getting certain types of work done!

ONLINE BUSINESS - Patt Flynn’s story from laid off to passive income genius.

Of all the benefits to our lifestyle the greatest and biggest challenge is intentional relationships.  
One of the most rewarding and unexpected things about our lifestyle is the community we 
have shared and relationships we have developed. We spent the first year staying with friends 
and family as we finished the Airstream. Now that we are living in the Airstream we spend just 
as much time parked next to friends houses, in driveways and we are constantly with framily. 
When we lived in a house it was easy and convenient to be homebodies. We saw friends on the 
weekends - maybe. The past 2yrs we have spent more time enjoying relationship than 
probably the previous 5yrs combined. There is definitely challenges when living in community 
and conflict often comes up...but you do your best to respect others, listen, communicate & 
work through your issues. It's worth it!

INTENTIONAL DATE NIGHTS
Shae loves quality time. If you have kids you understand the challenge it can be to have quality 
time as a couple. While we spend the majority of our time together as a family our 
relationships needs one-on-one time to flourish. Its been a challenge that we are always 
working on. Here is an article of how we have added some intentionality with date night.

FAMILY TIME - Family Fun Day!

INTENTIONAL FAMILY SCHEDULE

TOGETHER IS BETTER! 

"Lost time is never found again." -Benjamin Franklin
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FOLLOW OUR JOURNEY...THEN START YOUR OWN!

BLOG: WWW.LIVINLIGHTLY.COM

INSTAGRAM: @LIVINLIGHTLY     YOUTUBE     PODCAST

QUESTIONS? EMAIL US!

NICK@LIVINLIGHTLY.COM
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